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About This Game

Retool is a 3D hacking puzzle game set on incomplete orbital defense stations that circle around Sinai, home planet of the alien
species known as Onix.

After 43 years of war, the Onix triumphed and defeated the humans. The victory came at a cost of destruction to their planet
and orbital stations. Instead of repairing it themselves, the Onix used their captured prisoners as slave labor to rebuild their

destroyed properties, starting with the stations.

You are Maria, an engineer that was captured in the final weeks of the war. Having hacked your way out of your prison cell on a
station, you must escape and return home.

Key Features

Hack computers to rewire electronics to make them work the way you want

Travel through twenty different stations to help Maria escape from the Onix

Enjoy a vast amount of electronics and an armory of weapons to stealthily, or violently, get passed the Onix Guards

Experience the unique cloning system where you can never lose in a level

Earn upgrades that allow you to hack with more efficiency
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Collect different hats to take down the Onix in style

Enjoy an immersive soundtrack created by Liz Rainsberry
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Title: Retool
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Hut 90, Inc.
Publisher:
Hut 90, Inc.
Release Date: 19 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.6GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Full controller support

English
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gamedpad keybord and mouse not working i cant start the game from main menu. If you can get past the crappy res it's stuck
on, this is a really cool game. I enjoyed it immensely, and it's more than worth the money and time. We need more point-and-
click adventure games!. Good as I remembered it from the 360!. You either die a merchant or live long enough to become a
warlord.. A great Game. Lot\u00b4s of fun. I\u00b4d like to see more Games like this. The "2 PLayer in the same room but
only one PC" Option is wonderful!. A cute wee pack. I got it for the female clothing and it looks cute. The characters get the
chickpea plant which seems to really decent way of making money\/xp (though not like, game breaking). They wear the outfit
with three colours in the first screenshots, and the bunting flags \/ tents and tower flags work really well with plants and making
a fun junction area.
I surrounded mine by the windmill setup, hay bales, some flowers, well, and stone paths. I dont know if there's a house in this
pack, i havent seen it yet sadly but I'm gonna have another look. Otherwise it looks cute! Worth the \u00a32 I spent.. Great little
puzzle game. Loved the graphics and music - very soothing. Some levels make you think for a bit but overall not too hard. Ideal
for a casual puzzlegamer.. sure it could certainly use more, but what it does do is use the basic tools of this type of genre, and
adds the flick of a wrist,mouse. and although targeting could be smoother, it does the job fine on my settings, for the price is
totally worth it.
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Games looks so boring.. Poor optimized map, hard to get solid 60fps at some area.weapon shortcuts is bad,healing also in
weapon selection which is confusing,no gun attachment,no scope addon,no inventory system its like playing an old quake 2 in
open world map. Ai bots also horrible with bad aiming and no skill whatsoever.You should close this game until everything is
complete just like horizon source.. Perhaps one of my favorite combat aircraft i have installed. It handles very nice but be
careful when manuvering above 300knts.. Pretty bad hidden puzzle game. I like this kind of game, but this one is too awkward.
Silly combos for just about every object, ambiguous graphics on even the first couple levels.. I really enjoyed this experience.
Though it is short, the environments are very well made and immersive as well as the story. I look forward to more story driven
content like this for VR.. Been following this teams' games for a while, since the Cube Escape Series. Imagine my delight when
they announced several Steam new releases! Great game and series. Definitely a recommend if you're a fan of old-school
Escape the Room-style games, meta-puzzles, and good ole problem-solving. A great buy for about $3.. What an anticlimax. Was
a very dull expeirence. Clearly trying to be sophisticated and stylish but the main character is not compelling enough. Also the
dreadful ending. Why on earth did they use that 'stock' girls scream?? With all the care and effort in the production they spoilt it
with that? At least make her sound like she is seriously suffering with gasp's for a quick death. Take a look at the original Alien
film for inspiration on the sounds of death. In fact take a look at Alien period on how fear should be part of the eccence of this
tosh.. Yes it's an idle game but i ADORED this on android. It's balanced by your choices of characters and what you equip them
on each run of the dungeon. Some in game items are overpriced but they all cost more or less the same with actual money. For
example, the "speed up dungeons" thing you can buy costs 50 million in game gold, or 1.99. Nothing really goes any higher than
2 bucks.

You can choose between playing like an RPG or letting the game auto battle. Sometimes its beneficial to do it yourself to make
better choices. It's a great balance between idle and actual game. All i can say is, give it a try, and get to at least level 100 in
game. It's really great and won't take that long.
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